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1 Team mission 
Our mission is to inspire people to build themselves a better future through STEM, as much                
in an educational sense as in character building. We aim to provide unique experiences for               
the students lives both in personally and professionally. We focus on spreading values such              
as Gracious Professionalism and Cooperation through the local community and abroad,           
stimulating them to being the next generation of leaders.  

Under Control’s purpose is to use FIRST program, through our team experiences, as a              
vector to STEM involvement, so our community embraces more people, from other cities,             
states and even countries, gathering everybody that wants to be part of this cultural change.               
This way, we work to consolidate FIRST all over Brazil and include new countries, improving               
people’s life quality around the globe. 

 

2 The Spacecraft 
Our Spacecraft is what will make possible the accomplishment of our missions, and it's              
divided in some important parts: 

 

2.1 Docking Mechanisms 
First, our docking systems are well made for clamping into other newer teams spaceships,              
so we can share important data such as translated books, like “The Secret Book of Labview”                
or this year Game Rules. We also developed games and shared some LEGO assembly              
books to kids in underprivileged situation making this little ones have the opportunity to one               
day build their own spacecrafts. 
 

 
LEGO assembly books to kids 

2.2 Control Station 
The next step for this mission is the crew training for our control station. It could be a bit hard                    
at the beginning, but with REPIO 2.0 we can make this entrance much more softer for the                 



 
subscriber. Other great step for the crew development is that at this year our female               
representation tripled from 15% to 45%, a great step towards the gender equality in STEM. 
Another important statistic that couldn’t be ignored is that 4 former alumnis were hired by               
sponsor companies, showing that our crew is not only valorized here, but worldwide.  
 
2.3 Antennas: Community Events 
One of the most important things in our spacecraft, the Antennas. Without them we would be                
only a piece of steel flying through the space, so to our community get aware of our                 
presence, we participates in big local events such as Kids Run, a children marathon or even                
the Olympic Torch reception in 2016. 
But our Antennas not only send STEM messages, we also donate bottle caps for cancer               
institutions, food and clothes, for those who really need to. 

Bottle caps donation 
 
 



 

                                                    Olympic Torch reception in 2016 

2.4 Amplifiers: Multinational Events 
Our Antennas could spread our message in a big area, but not big enough for us, that's why                  
we use our Amplifiers that allow us to get a bigger range in the transmission of our message,                  
beginning Knowledge Olympics, the largest education fair in Brazil, that is qualifier for             
WorldSkills. And we are also helped to organize the FTC premiere in Brazil, something              
absolutely amazing! But these Amplifiers have a range that reach even other countries, such              
as Uruguay that with our assistance and help, could make it 1st FLL International              
Tournament! 

 



 

 
Knowledge Olympics, the largest education fair in Brazil 

 
FTC premiere in Brazil 

2.5 Propulsion: Mentoring and creation of teams 
The Propulsion system is responsible to keep pushing us forward, and with our crew it’s just                
the same thing, but instead of just moving steel, we move people through the FIRST               
message. We helped our sponsor John Deere to install a FLL team creation program in               
Brazil, we also created our own program of assistance to recent-created FRC teams, and              
with our partner SESI, we helped to create a lot of FRC and FLL teams. 
We also helped SESI to create an entire new category in Brazil, the FTC. This great step will                  
help the teenagers from FLL to keep in their “STEM Career”, progressing to FTC.  



 

 

 
Program of assistance to recent-created FRC teams 



 

John Deere Foundation FLL program in Horizontina 
2.6 Launching: Future Projects 
The time for takeoff is coming, but the mission don’t stop at the launchpad. Our mission is                 
now to make FRC and FLL able to be mass created across the American continent, through                
the “Evergreen Process”, that our team, 2526 from Minnesota and Migbotics from Uruguay             
are preparing for the future. And this is just the beginning, because after our launch we are                 
planning to help in the creation and mentorization of 24 FRC teams in 2019! 

 
FLL´s nacional and FTC´s premiere 

3 Our Missions 
But to our Spacecraft reach the Space, there is a lot of different missions to do, this is what                   
we have been doing during the season. We have as our main mission to ignite STEM                
passion from our community to the whole world, as a mean to teach indispensable skills and                
inspire people to get involved with FIRST and its values. 

 



 
3.1 Growing FIRST around the world 

We provided a huge support for the Official FLL Partner in Uruguay in their first year (2016),                 
we are very proud to know that we were together in the very first FIRST event that happened                  
in a new country. Our 2016’s robot was the first FRC robot to touch their sole, but we hope                   
and work for have many FRC wheels in the neighbor country, soon!  

We’ve been in their country 4 times in the last 3 years. The representative from FLL partner                 
in Uruguay went to a US regional with us to experience FRC. 

 

 

Our team at Plan Ceibal FLL event in Uruguay 
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3.2 Making FIRST loud and team more sustainable. 

Under Control traveled to Brasilia to present a telepresence robot that we built to the CEO of                 
the largest bank in Latin America, Banco do Brasil. The event counted with 2500 people that                
supported us, among them the bank employees, entrepreneurs, and influential speakers.  

 
 Telepresence robot in Banco do Brasil event 

We ran the technological area of MOSTRATEC, the largest science fair of Latin America              
during 4 years, inspiring people 45 000 exhibitors and visitors annually by setting a robotic               
competition and making FRC robot demonstrations.   
 

                                               Robotics competition at MOSTRATEC 
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We were also present on the world’s greatest International Tournament of Professional            
Education, the WorldSkills, which counted with more than 250.000 people from 62 different             
countries! There, we acted as volunteers on the SESI Robotics Festival, which was an open               
FLL event, where our members acted as organizers and speakers, mentoring FLL teams. 
 

In 2016 we didn’t miss the chance to present FRC to world! During the reception of the                 
Olympics Flame in our city we displayed our robot and interact with people around. This               
event was posted on the Rio Olympics 2016 official twitter account, which count with over               
600.000 followers.   

                  Tweets about our robot demonstration during Olympic Flame reception 

3.3 Helping FIRST Teams 
In 2018, we mentored 20 teams and assisted 118, and helped to create and mentor 16 FTC                 
teams from 15 Brazilian states, totalizing 20 FLL teams progressing to FRC & FTC.  

1156 helped to bring FTC to Brazil, a category formerly nonexistent. We also created the               
project Underbinars, that consisted of video conferences with this new FRC teams, and             
helped to found and mentor 4 new FRC teams in the country, an increase of 44% of                 
Brazilian teams in the category. 
And that's more: with our support, John Deere implement the JD Inspire Program in Brazil,               
mentoring 6 FLL teams. 
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            FLL events attended by the team 

3.4 Inspiration for everyone! STEM squad can’t stop. 
Team 1156 organized 22 robotics demonstration events to inspire less privileged students            
from public schools, granting hundreds of children their first contact with STEM in our              
community. 

Our team members playing with children in a hospital and the presentation of our 2018 robot 

In the last 3 years we made part to Kids Run, a child marathon where kids could interact                  
with our robot and with smaller LEGO robots. The robot even got to run around the circuit,                 
showing all the kids how science and technology can be as fun as other sports!  
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Our 2017 robot in the runaway of kids run 

In the last 3 years, we collected 4,600 pieces of clothing for families in need, 200 lbs of food                   
for a retirement home, besides the 1500 man-hours of volunteering in hospitals and schools.  

Organization of clothes in a community public school 
4 Team Structure and Business model 
As we are an international team we have to be really organized and financially structured, to                
do that our team emulate good practices and tools from successful companies, from an              
organizational chart to manage people, to a Kanban to manage processes.  
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Team organizational chart  

                                        Team financial statement in Brazilian Reais  
 

 

  

 
 



 
  5 Clipping News 

 
Team media appearance on our city newspaper 

 

Our robot at knowledge olympics appearing on TV News 

 



 

 

John Deere´s global corporate magazine 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


